Excellent Speakers Featured Fast-Moving Program

SPEAKERS Wayne Dally, Minnesota Department of Agriculture, left, and David Myers, right, law firm of Rinke, Noonan, Grote and Smolley, Ltd., chat with Greg Hubbard, second from left, and Joe Moris, two program leaders.

BILL ISRAELSON, center, gave a thought-provoking speech about his life at the Friday morning breakfast. With him are Kevin Clunis, left, program chairman, and Bill Johnson, Hole Notes editor.

PREPARING FOR THEIR PRESENTATIONS with Dale Wysocki, left, are, from left, Irv Eisel, University of Minnesota; Don Sellinger, Bailey Nurseries, Inc., and Phil Allen, University of Minnesota.

CHATTING about his presentation are speaker Don Pennings, Lake Management Company, right and John Harris, program chairman.